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The Center for Migration Studies of New York (CMS) appreciates the opportunity to submit this

statement to the Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship, and Border Safety for its hearing titled,

“Removing Barriers to Legal Migration to Strengthen our Communities and Economy.”  CMS is a

think-tank and educational institute devoted to the study of international migration, to the promotion

of understanding between immigrants and receiving communities, and to public policies that

safeguard the dignity and rights of migrants and newcomers. It is a member of the Scalabrini

International Migration Network (SIMN), which consists of hundreds of migrant shelters, welcoming

centers, think tanks, and other programs and ministries for migrants throughout the world.

The Benefits of Legal Migration

CMS applauds the topic of this hearing since barriers to legal migration hurt “refugees, employers

and Americans who want to live with their spouses, parents or children” and negatively impact “the

country’s future labor force and economic growth.”1 As past legalization and legal status programs

have demonstrated, when undocumented immigrants secure status, they invest more in themselves

and their lives in the United States.2 As immigrants advance to permanent residence and citizenship,

they earn more, pay more in taxes, and contribute more to the economy and their communities.

2 Sherrie A. Kossoudji and Deborah A. Cobb-Clark, “Coming out of the Shadows: Learning about Legal Status and
Wages from the Legalized Population,” Journal of Labor Economics (20) 2002: 598–628; Tom K. Wong and
Carolina Valdivia, “In Their Own Words: A Nationwide Survey of Undocumented Millennials,” Center for
Comparative Immigration Studies, Working Paper 191 (2014), https://ccis.ucsd.edu/_files/wp191.pdf; Donald
Kerwin, José Pacas, and Robert Warren, “Ready to Stay: A Comprehensive Analysis of the US Foreign-Born
Populations Eligible for Special Legal Status Programs and for Legalization under Pending Bills,” Journal on
Migration and Human Security (10) 2022: 37-76,
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/23315024211065016

1 Stuart Anderson, “Trump Cuts Legal Immigrants by Half And He’s Not Done Yet,” Forbes (July 21, 2020),
https://www.forbes.com/sites/stuartanderson/2020/07/21/trump-cuts-legal-immigrants-by-half-and-hes-not-done-yet/
?sh=7b3cb0a26168
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A 2019 CMS study found that naturalized citizens match or exceed the native-born by metrics such

as college education, self-employment, personal income, and homeownership.”3 In a more recent

report, we argued that citizenship should be the organizing principle and goal of the legal

immigration system given its myriad benefits to immigrants, their families and communities.4 This

study proposed a series of administrative and legislative measures to expand the pool of

eligible-to-naturalize immigrants. It also lifted up three factors – financial resources, English

language proficiency, and education – that strongly influence naturalization rates and should be

central to a national naturalization strategy.  Finally, it describes three populations – those with large

numbers of eligible-to-naturalize members, those with low naturalization rates, and those with

growing naturalization rates – among the 8.1 million US residents eligible to naturalize that the

Biden administration should prioritize for naturalization.

The Transition from the Prior Administration to the Biden Administration

The need to remove barriers to legal immigration has been particularly acute in the first 14 months of

the Biden administration. The previous administration pursued a multi-pronged strategy to reduce

legal migration. First, it tried to divest several groups of status, including Deferred Action for

Childhood Arrivals (DACA) and Temporary Protected Status (TPS) recipients. Second, it sought to

bar the admission of persons from Muslim-majority and African countries. Third, it supported

legislation that would have decreased legal immigration by 50 percent, primarily family-based

immigration.  Fourth, it eviscerated US refugee, asylum and humanitarian programs, which will

hamper the nation’s ability to respond to refugee-producing crises, including those now confronting

it, for years to come.

Of particular relevance to this hearing, the previous administration championed an array of

regulatory, administrative and practical strategies designed to delay and deny status, permanent

residence and citizenship for disfavored populations. These measures created significant hardship for

4 Donald Kerwin, Robert Warren, and Charles Wheeler, “Making Citizenship an Organizing Principle of the US
Immigration System: An Analysis of How and Why to Broaden Access to Permanent Residence and Naturalization
for New Americans,” Journal on Migration and Human Security (9) 2021: 224-250,
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/23315024211035591

3 Donald Kerwin and Robert Warren, “Putting Americans First: A Statistical Case for Encouraging Rather than
Impeding and Devaluing US Citizenship,” Journal on Migration and Human Security (7) 2019: 108-22,
https://doi.org/10.1177/2331502419894286
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immigrant families and workers,5 who work at high rates in essential industries and occupations.6 The

prior administration’s public charge rule, for example, continues to sow fear and confusion in

immigrant communities, leading immigrants to forego public health, safety, and other services and

benefits, to their own detriment and that of their communities.7 By preventing eligible persons from

securing and advancing in status, these strategies also worked at cross-purposes to the bipartisan goal

of reducing the US undocumented population.

Recent press reports have indicated that the Biden administration’s political strategists have

suppressed consideration legal migration options in order to reduce criticism of the administration’s

border enforcement policies.8 These officials reportedly believe that talking publicly about legal

migration will lead to additional irregular migration.  In fact, the availability of safe, legal and

orderly migration options would diminish irregular migration. In an effective immigration system,

robust legal immigration policies, strategic legalization programs, and enforcement would

complement and re-enforce each other.

The Need for Reform of the Legal Immigration System

Several overarching trends illustrate the need to reduce legal migration barriers and to expand legal

migration pathways. These include:

● The falling undocumented population since 20109 and the loss of this essential source of

labor.

9 Robert Warren, “In 2019, the US Undocumented Population Continued A Decade-Long Decline and the
Foreign-Born Population Neared Zero Growth,” Journal on Migration and Human Security (9) 2021: 31-43,
https://doi.org/10.1177/2331502421993746

8 Jonathan Blitzer, “The Disillusionment of a Young Biden Official,” The New Yorker (January 28, 2022),
https://www.newyorker.com/news/the-political-scene/the-disillusionment-of-a-young-biden-official

7 Daniela Alulema and Jacquelyn Pavilon, “Immigrants’ Use of New York City Programs, Services, and Benefits:
Examining the Impact of Fear and Other Barriers to Access,” Center for Migration Studies (2022),
https://cmsny.org/publications/nyc-programs-services-and-benefits-report-013122/

6 Donald Kerwin and Robert Warren, “US Foreign-Born Workers in the Global Pandemic: Essential and
Marginalized,” Journal on Migration and Human Security (8) 2020: 282-300,
https://doi.org/10.1177/2331502420952752

5 T. Alexander Aleinikoff and Donald Kerwin, “Improving the US Immigration System in the First Year of the Biden
Administration,” Center for Migration Studies and the Zolberg Institute on Migration and Mobility (2020).
https://zolberginstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Improving-the-US-Immigration-System_Proposals_FINAL.
pdf
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● The multi-year decrease in lawful permanent resident (LPR) admissions even before the

COVID-19 pandemic, resulting in a “17- year low in 2020.”10

● The low unemployment rate (3.8 percent in February 202211), coupled with the widespread

inability of employers to find workers.

● US total fertility rates that have fallen consistently below the replacement level since 2007.12

Forty-five percent of new LPRs over the last decade have been “immediate relatives”; that is, spouses

of US citizens, unmarried children under age 21 of US citizens, and parents of US citizens who are at

least age 21 years old.13 Slightly more than one in five obtained LPR status in this period through

employment-based visas. Nearly one in five immigrated through one of the family-based

“preference” categories, which cover14:

● Unmarried sons and daughters of US citizens (1st preference).

● Spouses and minor children of LPRs (2A preference).

● Unmarried adult sons and daughters of LPRs (2B preference).

● Married sons and daughters of US citizens (3rd preference).

● Brothers and sisters of US citizens (4th preference).

Many argue that the US immigration system favors families at the expense of workers. The reality is

more complicated. Families constitute the main source of support and the principal integrating and

mediating institution for immigrants into the larger society. Moreover, family members work and

workers have families. It might surprise critics of family-based immigration to learn that the US

immigration system has produced a legal foreign-born population with occupational skills equal to

those of the native-born population.15 Moreover, in 24 US states and Washington, DC, the legal

foreign-born population has higher rates of skilled workers than does the native-born population.16

16 Id.
15 Kerwin and Warren, “Putting Americans First.”
14 Id.
13 Irene Gibson, “Fiscal Year 2021 US Lawful Permanent Residents, Annual Flow Report.”

12 Brady E. Hamilton, Ph.D., Joyce A. Martin, M.P.H., and Michelle J.K. Osterman, J.H.S., “Births Provisional Data
for 2020,” Vital Statistics Rapid Release (May 2021), https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/vsrr/vsrr012-508.pdf

11 US Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, “The Employment Situation – February 2022” (March 4,
2022), https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.pdf

10 Irene Gibson, “Fiscal Year 2021 US Lawful Permanent Residents, Annual Flow Report,” US Department of
Homeland Security, Office of Immigration Statistics (September 28, 2021),
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/2022-01/21_0920_plcy_lawful_permanent_resident_fy2020.pdf
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The same holds true for humanitarian admissions. In a recent study of the US refugee resettlement

program, respondents repeatedly made the point that refugees arrive with far more needs than to

work, but they also need and want to work.17 CMS’s research shows that over time refugees exceed

the overall US population in median personal income, homeownership, access to a computer and the

internet, and health insurance.18 In short, US family unity and humanitarian programs serve as labor

programs, with the additional benefit that they preserve families, save lives, and promote integration.

This is not an argument against additional employment-based visas. In fact, there should be far more

permanent employment-related visas than the paltry 140,000 now available per year. Moreover, these

visas should cover both highly skilled workers and less experienced and credentialed workers, which

some mistakenly label unskilled.  It is a travesty, for example, that the US immigration system offers

only 10,000 permanent visas per year to what the law characterizes as “other” workers.

CMS also recognizes the need for a more flexible, timely and evidence-based legal immigration

system.  To that end, it has joined several prominent voices in support of “a formal, independent

body” that can assist Congress and the President to:

• “[I]dentify the nation’s evolving labor, family, or humanitarian needs that might be met

through immigration, including on a state and local level;

• [I]dentify shortages in skills and occupations necessary to promote that nation’s economic

competitiveness;

• [A]ssess the labor market contributions and other trajectories of those who enter via

different categories of admission, including family-based visas;

• [P]ropose adjustments in legal admission levels and categories to reflect the nation’s needs,

interests, and fluctuations in its economy;

18 Donald Kerwin, “The US Refugee Resettlement Program — A Return to First Principles: How Refugees Help to
Define, Strengthen, and Revitalize the United States,” Journal on Migration and Human Security (6) 2018: 205-225,
https://doi.org/10.1177/2331502418787787

17 Donald Kerwin and Mike Nicholson, “Charting a Course to Rebuild and Strengthen the US Refugee Admissions
Program (USRAP): Findings and Recommendations from the Center for Migration Studies Refugee Resettlement
Survey: 2020,” Journal on Migration and Human Security (9) 2021: 1-30,
https://doi.org/10.1177/2331502420985043
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• [C]onduct research on the views of immigrants on US immigration policies in order to

strengthen the legal immigration system, develop strategies to advance policy goals, and

better understand and address noncompliance with the law (citation omitted); and

• [C]hampion access by researchers to relevant datasets in order to build a more extensive

evidence base on which Congress and the executive can make policy judgments in this

area.”19

Visa Backlogs

Visa backlogs represent one of the most egregious barriers to legal immigration. As of November

2021, nearly four million family-based visa applicants and 171,617 employment-based applicants

languished in backlogs.20 Visa backlogs – which are distinct from application processing delays –

result from the interplay between numerical limits on family- based (226,000) and

employment-based (140,000) preference category visas, additional caps by individual preference

category, per country limits, existing backlogs, and ongoing demand for visas.21 The upshot of this

convoluted system is that visa backlogs are longest in oversubscribed categories for countries with

the highest demand for visas. In a Dickensian scenario of bureaucratic futility, visa backlogs exceed

the life expectancies of many intending immigrants, who, by definition, have “played by the rules.”

In these cases, immigrants do not so much break the law, as the law breaks them. Moreover, after

waiting for years for their visas to become available, most immigrants must leave the country for

consular processing. 22 In doing so, however:

“… they trigger the bars to reentry: three years for those with at least 180 days of unlawful

presence, and 10 years for those with one year or more of unlawful presence. They can apply

22 The Legal Immigration Family Equity (LIFE) Act Amendments of 2000 allowed beneficiaries of visa petitions
filed on or before April 30, 2001 to adjust status in the United States under Section 245(i) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act.  Congress could remove a significant barrier to legal immigration, obviating the need for
immigrants to leave the country, if it extended this cut-off date to April 30, 2021.

21 Charles Wheeler, “Backlogs in Family-Based Immigration: Shedding Light on the Numbers,” Catholic Legal
Immigration Network, Inc. (March 1, 2019),
https://cliniclegal.org/resources/backlogs-family-based-immigration-shedding-light-numbers

20 US Department of State, “Annual Report of Immigrant Visa Applicants in the Family-sponsored and
Employment-based preferences Registered at the National Visa Center as of November 1, 2021,”
https://travel.state.gov/content/dam/visas/Statistics/Immigrant-Statistics/WaitingList/WaitingListItem_2021vF.pdf

19Donald Kerwin and Robert Warren, “National Interests and Common Ground in the US Immigration Debate: How
to Legalize the US Immigration System and Permanently Reduce Its Undocumented Population,” Journal on
Migration and Human Security (5) 2017: 297-330, 309-310, https://doi.org/10.1177/233150241700500205.
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for a waiver to the bars based on ‘extreme hardship’ to a US citizen or LPR spouse or parent

(albeit not child), but many opt to forgo consular processing out of fear that they will not be

able to return.”23

These problems have been raised continuously since passage of the Illegal Immigration Reform and

Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996,24 but Congress has never meaningfully addressed them. It

could reduce visa backlogs in several ways. Scholars have long proposed, for example, that the visas

of those who emigrate each year should be “recaptured” and used to reduce backlogs.25 The

House-passed Build Back Better Act adopted a version of this idea.26 A CMS study concluded that

reissuing 250,000 visas per year would cut the visa backlog by more than 50 percent in nine years

and would substantially reduce the US undocumented population.27 Congress could also define

“immediate relatives” to include the nuclear family members of LPRs, which would exempt them

from numerical limits on visas. The Equal Access to Green Cards for Legal Employment (EAGLE)

Act of 202128 offers another alternative. It would eliminate the per-country caps for

employment-based visas and increase family-based visa limits by country from 7 percent to 15

percent. Congress should make it a high priority to remedy this problem, as part of a larger strategy

to expand and facilitate legal migration. As it stands, the nation’s antiquated, self-defeating

immigration policies impede its ability to realize its family, labor and humanitarian interests.

28 Equal Access to Green Cards for Legal Employment Act of 2021, H.R. 3648, 117 th Cong. (2021-2022).
27 Kerwin and Warren, “National Interests and Common Ground in the US Immigration Debate,” 318-319.
26 Build Back Better Act, H. R. 5376, 117 th Cong. (2021-2022).

25 Robert Warren and Ellen Kraly, “The Elusive Exodus: Emigration from the United States.” Population Trends and
Public Policy Series, Occasional Paper No.8. Washington, DC: Population Reference Bureau (1985).

24 Pub. L. No. 104-208, 110 Stat. 3009-546 (1996)

23 Donald Kerwin, “From IIRIRA to Trump: Connecting the Dots to the Current US Immigration Policy Crisis,”
Journal on Migration and Human Security (6) 2018:192–204.
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/2331502418786718
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